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SHOW
GUIDE
Let's Build A Zoo!
OUT-OF-CHAIR ACTIVITY • 10-15 MINUTES

Objective: To have the students use their bodies, voices, and imaginations to act 
like animals that may be seen in the play Madagascar.

Discussion:  “The musical Madagascar is about animals that escape from a zoo, 
so we are going to use our bodies, voices, and imaginations to build a zoo right 
here in our classroom!”

Brainstorming:  With the students, create a list of animals that they might 
see in a zoo. The list could be divided in sections, like desert animals or 
aquarium animals. 

Modeling:  Invite two students to come to front of the room and create a frozen 
statue of one of the zoo animals from the list. When tapped on the shoulder, invite 
the students to come to life! “How does your animal move? What does your 
animal sound like in our world? What if your animal could speak like a human? 
What would they say?”

Activity:  In small groups of 3-4, students select one zoo animal and form 
frozen statues. All groups freeze at the same time, then spotlight each group 
individually. Teachers and other students can walk around the room as zoo 
visitors to see each group come to life. 

Extension: Invite each group to create a short scene about their zoo animals 
escaping from the zoo. “How would your animals interact with each other? Can 
they speak to each other? Do they all want to escape? Where will they go?”

 
 

Pre-Show Activities Theater Etiquette
IN-CHAIR ACTIVITY • 10-15 MINUTES

Objective: To actively explore proper theater behavior.

Discussion:  “Etiquette is a word we use to describe the way people behave 
when they are in social situations with other people. What is the proper etiquette 
when you see a play? How should you behave during the show? Is it the same 
way you should act when watching a movie at home or playing outside? Is it 
okay to laugh during a play if you think it is funny?  Is it okay to talk to your 
neighbor during the performance?”

Brainstorming: As a class, create a list of ways that audience members might 
behave, good and bad, while in the theater.  Write these behaviors on the board 
in two different columns: one for “Good Theater Etiquette” and one for “Bad 
Theater Etiquette.”

Modeling:  Pick two students to come and sit in chairs in front of the class. Ask 
them to act out one of the “Bad Theater Etiquette” behaviors (with the teacher 
if desired) for ten seconds. Then have the class discuss why the behaviors were 
inappropriate and how they could be fixed. Now have the two students act 
out one of the behaviors under “Good Theater Etiquette” and discuss why this 
behavior is better.

Activity: Give the entire class one of the scenarios from their list of bad 
behaviors, like talking to their neighbor or not paying attention. Have the class 
act out this behavior for ten seconds then ask the students how they think this 
behavior makes the actors or the other audience members feel. Have them fix 
the behavior and act out this new scenario for twenty seconds. Repeat with a 
few other bad behaviors from the list.



Write To Us!
Letters may be written to:

Michael Miller, Literary Manager
2001 Farnam Street
Omaha, NE  68102

Emails may be sent to:
Michael Miller at 

michaelm@rosetheater.org

Facebook:  Rose Theater – Omaha
Twitter:  @RoseTheaterCo

upcoming
shows

Free Funding Is Available for Field Trips!  We understand that budgets are 
tight. That’s why we’re offering two great solutions to help pay for your school’s field trip 
expenses. Both Nebraska Arts Council and Target Stores are offering financial assistance to 
help undertwrite the cost of providing your students with experiences such as those provided 
by The Rose Theater. For more information, please visit www.nebraskaartscouncil.org (click 
“Grants” to see all categories) or www.target.com/fieldtrips.

Workshops at Your School
The Rose offers several workshops that can take place AT YOUR SCHOOL.  A 
professional Rose teaching artist can visit your clasroom for one to five days in a 
one week time period to explore, through drama, a curriculum topic of your choice.  
To register your class for a workshop that will take place at your school, please 
contact Melissa Richter at (402) 502-4625 or melissar@rosetheater.org.    

Workshops at The Rose
A workshop AT THE ROSE is the perfect way to explore themes from a school field 
trip show or learn about the profession of theater.  A professional teaching artist 
with a college degree in dramatic arts education will lead your class.  To register 
your class for a Workshop at The Rose, please contact Melissa Richter at 
(402) 502-4625 or melissar@rosetheater.org. 

Visit www.rosetheater.org for more information!

Want to book a workshop?

Point A to Point B
FIRST STAGE SERIES (Pre-K-2nd Grade)

 PROBLEM SOLVING & 
WORKING TOGETHER • 45 MIN.

By David Kilpatrick

Join a pair of whimsical opposites in a 
wondrous laboratory of fun found-objects 

as they discover a world of imagination and 
transportation! Together with a savvy and 

spirited musical colleague -- and bit of theater 
magic--they fill their work day exploring the 

excitement of traveling from Point A to Point B. 
But they just might not be able to get any-

where without YOUR help! 

Van Gogh & Me
BEST FOR 3rd - 10th Grade

 ART HISTORY & HUMANITY • 60 MIN.
By Matthew Gutschick

When artist Vincent Van Gogh finds himself in 
an out-of-the-way French town, the citizens 

are not sure what to make of the strange man 
and his unusual painting style. A young 

and curious girl named Adeline strikes up a 
friendship with the mysterious and 

misunderstood painter. Based on actual 
events, this moody atmospheric story about 
the power of art and friendship will give you 
a new appreciation of the artist and his work.



What Happens Next?
IN-CHAIR ACTIVITY • 25-35 MINUTES

Objective: Students will imagine what could happen next in the story. 

Discussion:  “We just saw the musical Madagascar. Let’s consider what kind of adventures the characters 
could go on next!”

Brainstorming:  As a class, create a list of main characters. Guide the students as they recall the story of the 
various characters.

Modeling:  Choose one main character and invite students to brainstorm many possible adventures that 
character could experience in the future. Select one idea and invite three or four student volunteers to create a 
frozen picture of that moment in front of the classroom. 

Activity:  Divide the students into small groups, and have each group select one of the future adventures. In 
groups, students make a frozen picture of the adventure.

Side Coaching:  “What were some of things that character did during the musical?” “What sort of feelings did 
that character have during Madagascar?” “What are some things that might make that character happy?” 
“What are some adventures that character would NOT enjoy?”

Extension:  As students share their statues with each other, tap students on the shoulder to invite them to say 
a line of dialogue from the scene. “What would your character say right now?” or “What is your character 
thinking about?”

Those Sneaky Penguins 
OUT-OF-CHAIR ACTIVITY • 10-15 MINUTES

Objective: To have the students explore the characters of the Madagascar Penguins using their bodies

Materials: An open space

Discussion:  “The penguins in the story were very sneaky, we are going to try and be just like those 
sneaky penguins!”

Modeling:  Have the students spread out in the room and strike a pose of an animal 
from Madagascar that is NOT a penguin. “You are penguins in disguise! I am 
the zookeeper. When I am not looking at you, you must sneak like a penguin 
towards me. Your goal is to tap me on the shoulder. [The goal could also be to 
touch an item in the room] “If I am looking, you must be frozen in a statue of a 
different animal. If I catch you moving, or not “in disguise” as another animal, 
you’re out!”

Activity:  Once a student has tapped the shoulder of the teacher 
(or the specific item in the room), the round is over. 
That student can be the next Zookeeper and lead the game.

Extension:  While students are frozen in disguise as other 
animals, at any time, the Zookeeper can ask them who 
they are or what they are doing. The student needs to 
improvise a believable excuse on the spot. 

Post-Show Activities



Playing With Scale
IN-CHAIR ACTIVITY • 25-30 MINUTES

Objective: To explore issues of scale in staging using puppets.

Materials: Paper Bags, Markers/Crayons/Coloring Supplies, Chenille Stems/Dowel, 
Toilet paper rolls, Scissors, Googly eyes and Glue.
Fun Foam/Felt/Construction Paper 

Discussion:  “The musical Madagascar had animals of all different sizes and shapes 
on stage. The director and costume designer had to decide how to show scale, or the 
difference in size between the animals. We will be creating some puppets ourselves to 
explore animals of different sizes.

Brainstorming:  Brainstorm some animals that were in the musical Madagascar. Sort them 
by size.

Modeling:  Begin by showing the students how to create a penguin puppet using foam or 
construction paper, toilet paper rolls, and googly eyes. Attach chenille stems or a dowel to 
the toilet paper roll so that the penguin can be used as a puppet. Then use the paper bag to 
create another puppet of a different, larger animal from the list. 

Activity:  After the students have created their two puppets, invite them to find a group of 2 
or 3. In small groups, encourage them to create a scene where the puppet characters’ size is a 
factor. For example, maybe the penguins can squish into smaller spaces than a lion. 

Side Coaching:  Encourage the students to decide where their scene takes place. 

Extension:  Have students consider the size ratio between the animal puppets they created. “If a penguin 
is the size of a toilet paper roll and the paper bag puppet is the size of a zebra or lion, then what sort of animal or creature might be 
our size?!” Using paper plates, construction paper, or mask templates, invite students to create a mask, hat or other costume piece to 
represent that animal.

Madagascar Soundscape
OUT-OF-CHAIR ACTIVITY • 10-15 MINUTES

Objective: To have students use their body, voice, and imagination to create a jungle scene

Discussion: “Very few places are perfectly silent. Let us sit and listen to the room for a few moments. Now, who can raise their hand 
and tell me one thing we heard? What else? Even in a quiet classroom, there are many sounds. Let’s think about the kinds of settings 
we saw in Madagascar. The country of Madagascar is a huge island off the coast of Africa. It's home to thousands of animal species 
and has rainforests, beaches and reefs.”

Modeling: Ask the students to choose a location from the play, then, ask for a volunteer to pick one thing that would be in the 
location. Ask that student to create a statue of the thing – for example, a student might say “trees.” That student will then use their 
body to make a tree. Ask the student what sounds a tree could make (a breeze rustling leaves, creaking branches, and so forth). One 
by one, ask more volunteers to add to the scene, until an entire location is created with multiple sounds. 

Activity: Split students into small groups and ask them to work together to create a soundscape that could be found in Madagascar. 
After a few minutes, have the students share their soundscapes with the rest of the class. 

Extension: Challenge students to think about the job of a sound designer during this activity. What sounds are needed during each 
part of the play to convey not only location, but mood, as well? After the first round of sharing, have students return to their groups, 
this time with an assigned “mood.” Share the new soundscapes.



 
 Meet the Artist, Sherri Geerdes! 
Sherri Geerdes has been the resident Costume Designer for The Rose Theater for over three decades. 
She began creating costumes with our theater company when it was still known as The Emmy Gifford 
Children’s Theater. Sherri has designed costumes for over 300 productions!! Her recent work includes 
Charlotte's Web, Peter and the Starcatcher, and Shrek: The Musical. We asked Sherri to tell us more about 
the costumes she designed for Madagascar: A Musical Adventure!

Q: What is the job of a COSTUME DESIGNER? What are some of the daily tasks you have to 
do to create the costumes for a show?
A: A costume designer’s job is to design costumes for a show for the actors to wear onstage. 
I read the script and attend meetings with the director and scenic staff to determine the 
direction that the director wants to interpret the script.  From here, I do research including reading costume history books, 
magazines, google searches, and looking through our costume rental department.  

Some costume designers design and build the costumes, like I do, but some costume designers create the designs only and 
hand the renderings to a design team that builds the costumes from the renderings.  I create costume renderings to show 
the director.  When the renderings are approved, I begin the process of creating or building the costumes.  
Some of the daily tasks I do include checking e-mail including rehearsal reports from the daily rehearsals, taking actors’ 
measurements, fitting actors in the costume pieces once I have the costume put together part way, pattern-making, cutting 
out the costume using the pattern and fabric, and working with my costume shop foreman and stitchers to finish the 
costumes for the first dress rehearsal.  

Q: What are some of the costumes you’ll be creating for Madagascar: A Musical Adventure ? How did you come up with 
ideas for these characters?
A: I’ll be creating several animal costumes including a zebra, lion, giraffe, and hippo.  I also will need to create groups of 
costumes for lemurs, penguins, and foosas.  First of all, I read the script and then I watched the original cartoon movie 
to get a feel for where the theatrical script originated.  I imagined what these animals might wear if they were humans, 
perhaps if they were performers in a circus.  I also had to think of clever ways to create multiple costumes, for instance, the 
ten penguins, so that they could be somewhat simplified so that we could get the costumes done on time.

Q: How long does it usually take to design and build costumes for a show like Madagascar: A Musical Adventure? Do 
you have any helpers?
A: It usually takes me 3-5 days to design a show, and that varies with the size of the production.  We rarely get more than 
three weeks to build a show, so once the show opens (or even before), we quickly have to change gears and move on to 
the next show. It’s a small team in the costume shop: I only have one full time costume shop foreman and two part-time 
stitchers, and my costume shop foreman also is the make-up designer. 

Q: Before it was a stage musical, Madagascar was a very popular movie. Are there any special challenges when you 
are creating costumes for a show like that?
A: The challenge with working on a musical that was at one time a cartoon movie is that people have seen the movie and 
have a preconceived idea of what the characters look like.  Of course it’s pretty impossible to have a human actor look just 
like the giraffe in the movie and still be able to move around, yet alone sing and dance.  I do my best to get the essence of 
the character while making it moveable enough for an actor to do what he needs to do onstage. 

Q: What special skills and education did you need to become a costume designer? Do you have any advice for young 
artists who would like to be costume designers one day?
A: I have a Bachelor of Fine Arts in design.  I’ve studied life drawing, graphic design, costume design, fashion design, 
photography, and other subjects.  I took sewing classes in high school and art classes.  I would advise anyone interested in 
costume design to learn how to sew.  Also, it’s a very valuable experience to know how to draw.  I also use my math skills 
every day in my work. 

Q: What do you like about being a costume designer?
A: I love creating a costume rendering and bringing it through all of the steps it takes, including shopping and finding 
fabrics, and seeing the final piece ready to be dancing around on stage.  It never gets old.

We appreciate you sharing your career and your creations with us, Ms. Geerdes!

Behind the Scenes Spotlight: The Costume Designer



Explore More!
If you enjoyed Madagascar: A Musical Adventure, be sure to check out these 
other great resources!

Non-Fiction You Might Enjoy!
1)  Nat Geo for Kids - Magazine

        Produced by National Geographic, this is a nature magazine for students between 6 and 11.

2)  I am Jane Goodall by Brad Meltzer

        Learn all about Jane Goodall, the chimpanzee scientist, told in first person through young Jane’s eyes. 

TV Shows and Movies!
1) Wild Kratts (2011 – current) PBS Kids

        Brothers Chris and Martin Kratt encounter and help wild animals in this conservation themed animated television show.

2) Island of Lemurs: Madagascar (2014) Warner Brothers Studios

        This documentary narrated by Morgan Freeman is about the Lemurs native to Madagascar and the efforts of Dr. Patricia C. 

        Wright to help the endangered species.

3) Zootopia (2016) Walt Disney Animation Studios

        A rookie bunny police officer and a cynical con artist fox must work together to uncover a conspiracy!

Places To Visit!
1) Henry Doorly Zoo and Aquarium: 3701 S 10th St, Omaha, NE 68107

        Omaha’s own Henry Doorly Zoo and Aquarium is dedicated to the conservation work on the island of Madagascar. Check        

        out Expedition Madagascar for your chance to see the aye-aye, giant jumping rat, and lemurs, as well as many plant species. 
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